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Energy-efficient Deployment of IoT Applications in
Edge-based Infrastructures: A Software Product
Line Approach
Angel Cañete, Mercedes Amor, and Lidia Fuentes
Abstract—In order to lower latency and reduce energy con-
sumption, Edge Computing proposes offloading some compu-
tation intensive tasks usually performed in the Cloud onto
nearby devices in the frontier/Edge of the access networks.
However, current task offloading approaches are often quite
simple. They neither consider the high diversity of hardware
and software technologies present in edge network devices, nor
take into account that some tasks may require some specific
software and hardware infrastructure to be executed. This
paper proposes a task offloading process that leans on Software
Product Line technologies, which are a very good option to
model the variability of software and hardware present in edge
environments. Firstly, our approach automates the separation
of application tasks, considering the data and operation needs
and restrictions among them, and identifying the hardware and
software resources required by each task. Secondly, our approach
models and manages separately the infrastructure available for
task offloading, as a set of nodes that provide certain hardware
and software resources. This separation allows to reason about al-
ternative offloading of tasks with different hardware and software
resource requirements, in heterogeneous nodes and minimizing
energy consumption. In addition, the offloading process considers
alternative implementations of tasks to choose the one that best
fits the hardware and software characteristics of available edge
network infrastructure. The experimental results shows that our
approach reduces the energy consumption in the user node by
approximately 41%-62%, and the energy consumption of the
devices involved in a task offloading solution by 34%–48%.
Index Terms—edge computing; energy efficiency; Software
Product Lines; Internet of Things.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE popularity of the Internet of Things (IoT) [1] andcyber-physical systems [2] is non-stop growing. This
kind of systems demands high performance computational
resources capable of processing a large amount of data pro-
duced by a myriad of devices, ranging from smartphones and
sensors to home appliances and all kind of wearables. To
reduce the impact that the proliferation of IoT devices has
in the global warming, international initiatives are promoting
resource-efficient solutions. During the last years, Cloud com-
puting has been the most popular infrastructure to provide a
centralized solution capable of supporting the massive data
storage, and with the high computational capabilities required
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to process IoT devices data [3]. The large capacity of cloud
data centers has allowed this model to work properly during
the last years, but paying a heavy cost in terms of energy and
latency.
This led to the emergence of novel technologies and new
paradigms based on Edge Computing (EC) [4][5], which shift
the provision of computing services from the cloud, in the
core of the Internet, to the edge of the Internet, proposing a
more sustainable solution. The aim of the EC paradigm is to
take advantage of the inactive computational cycles and unused
storage space of edge devices placed at the Internet’s frontier
(e.g. routers or switches). With the goal of reducing the latency
and resources demanded by the cloud, EC proposes to offload
some computation intensive tasks from the cloud servers onto
nearby edge devices located in a range of one or two hops.
This means that part of the data processing and storage will
be displaced to devices closer to where data and services are
produced and consumed.
But taking advantage of EC is not an easy issue [6]. Firstly,
IoT applications developers must deal with the decomposition
of application functionality into a set of tasks and find out
which of them could be allocated inside the Edge nodes [7][8]
in an optimal way, and this is a challenging process. In
existing EC approaches, the identification and separation of
tasks are usually done manually, and are performed for a
specific application [9][10][11][4]. However, it is noticeable
that many of the tasks resultant from decomposing a IoT
application are often common and recurrent.
After this, the developer has to match the tasks’ require-
ments with the software and hardware features of available
devices to decide how these tasks can be allocated in an
IoT/Edge/Cloud environment. This decision should consider
the task latency and also the computational and communi-
cation power consumption, and find different task offloading
solutions depending on their resource demand and delay
sensitivity [9][8][7].
However, when making the task offloading decision, it
should also be considered that some tasks may require some
specific software and hardware infrastructure (e.g. a video
camera). Thus, the task offloading constrained to the selec-
tion of a specific node with specific software and hardware
resources is more complicated.
To address the challenges implied by the deployment of IoT
applications in an heterogeneous edge-based infrastructure, we
propose a task offloading process that focuses on answering
the following two Research Questions (RQs):
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• RQ1. How to model a variable set of (re)usable tasks
resulting from the decomposition of IoT applications,
including the definition of resources demand and de-
pendencies on the hardware and software of Edge-based
infrastructures.
• RQ2. How to automate the optimization of task offloading
in a heterogeneous edge-based infrastructure to reach a
certain Quality of Service (QoS) (e.g., minimize power
consumption).
To address both research questions applying a Software
Product Line (SPL) [12] approach would make a lot of sense,
since it has been successfully applied to different domains to
explicitly model variability. The variability model is the central
artifact for SPLs, as it allows to specify the commonalities
and variabilities shared by a set of products. The Feature
Model (FM) [12] is the most widely used variability model
and defines variability in terms of features and tree and
cross-tree constraints. Considering that IoT applications and
infrastructures share a large set of common functionalities, we
use FMs to represent the decomposition of an application’s
functionalities into services and tasks, including the amount
of resources required by them at runtime, addressing RQ1.
Also, two FMs are defined to model the variability of hardware
and software characteristics of the deployment infrastructure
devices (e.g. mobile phone, WiFi, Android). The constraints
of these models will be used to express relationships among
features, just as a mobile phone can use WiFi and/or Blue-
tooth as communication technologies and uses the Android
operating system. Therefore, RQ1 is addressed defining FMs
to specify families of IoT applications that can be deployed in
a variable set of devices present in a edge-based infrastructure
represented by others FMs.
Once the decomposition of the application functionality
into tasks is done, developers have to face the allocation
of the resulting tasks preserving certain QoS (e.g. minimum
energy consumption while maintaining a good QoS). This
addresses RQ2. Currently, there are different task offloading
solutions that reduce energy consumption, even in edge-
based environments [13][14][7]. These algorithms address task
allocation as an optimization problem: they accept as input a
list of tasks tagged with costs (such as energy consumption,
latency or computation resources) and constraints and generate
an allocation of tasks to devices following a task offloading
scheme. However, these offloading algorithms make some
simplifications of the problem, by considering a closed set of
devices, being all them of the same type, and with a fix amount
of resources and also a predefined configuration [15][16][17].
Therefore, the information about devices managed by these
algorithms does not fit well with most of real Edge computing
scenarios, which are characterized by a high diversity of
devices with different software infrastructure configurations.
The software infrastructure variability is derived from the exis-
tence of different operating systems and middleware, including
recent lightweight virtualization technologies [18]. In addition,
since most of edge devices are shared by several applications,
it is not realistic to consider a fix amount of resources [14][15].
On the contrary, the task allocation algorithm we present
in this paper, used to deploy and re-deploy application tasks,
properly deals with the different types of variability of hard-
ware and software infrastructure installed in IoT devices. Also,
since the infrastructure of IoT systems, including edge devices,
are shared by several applications, our algorithm tracks the
successive offloading of tasks in order to update the amount of
available resources in each IoT device (usually load balancing
manages the distribution of tasks of a single application [13]).
In addition, our deployment algorithm finds the most suitable
task offloading, while meeting some constraints such as low
energy consumption, and considers the task dependencies,
such as for example, input/output data or resource needed.
The automation of the assignment of tasks to devices is
supported by two modules that assist developers in (a) the
selection of the most appropriate set of tasks to carry out
each application’s functionality according to the features of the
deployment infrastructure; and (b) the assignment of tasks and
resources among the deployment infrastructure according to
the current status of the devices. These modules use constraint
programming, concretely a SMT (Satisfiability Modulo Theo-
ries) solver to provide an optimal solution to the task offload-
ing problem. We have evaluated our proposal by configuring
a real scenario of an edge-based infrastructure installed at the
University of Málaga and comparing the energy consumption
of the application with and without taking advantage of edge
computing through our approach. The results of the evaluation
show that up to 62% of reduction in the energy consumption
in the user device can be obtained and up to 48% when
the consumption of all nodes are considered (contemplating
edge devices too) for our case study. The execution time of
our modules is also evaluated for different problem sizes,
obtaining that our system is capable of returning a solution
in a reasonable amount of time.
II. RELATED WORK
This section discusses the state of the art in existing task
offloading approaches. The use of SPL for modelling infras-
tructure is introduced.
The task offloading approaches found in the literature
differ in the number of users supported and the type of
edge nodes considered for offloading. In addition, many ap-
proaches contemplate only one edge node (or a group of
them with homogeneous characteristics), being focused on
systems formed by one mobile user (single user) or multiple
mobile nodes (multiuser approaches) [9][8][7]. Considering
only homogeneous nodes, as these approaches make, reduces
significantly the complexity of the problem, since only the
code or certain task offloading decision (i.e., execute a specific
computational load locally or remotely) are considered. A
more realistic but complex scenario involves a heterogeneous
set of edge nodes (in hardware and with different resource type
available), shared among multiple users. In this scenario, other
approaches consider, at least, tasks allocation. Task allocation
involves deciding not only whether to execute a computational
load locally or remotely (code offloading decisions), but also
which node is the most adequate to offload it. Consequently,
task allocation comprises resource management, and involves
modelling the nodes’ resources and perform the task offloading
to provide a solution.
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[7] Overall energy andlatency User, data flow TA Binary offloading Task Hardware Heuristic algorithm
[19] Energy andlatency User TA, DVFS Partial offloading Service Hardware Relaxation-based algorithm
[20] Successful offloadingprobability User TA Partial offloading Task Hardware Heuristic algorithm
[21] Energy User + Edge TA Partial offloading Task Hardware Distributed algorithm admittingthe Nash equilibrium
[22] Latency User TA, CC Binary offloading Task Hardware Distributed matching algorithm
[23] Cost User + Edge TA, CM Binary offloading Application Hardware Markov decision problem
[24] Energy and latency User TA, CM Binary offloading Task Hardware Heuristic two-stage algorithm
Our approach Energy Customized TA, AA Partial offloading Task Hardware and software SMT based algorithms
a TA: Tasks Allocation; DVFS: Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling; CC: Computation Caching; CM: Computation Migration; AA: App Adaptation
Table I overviews a comparison of approaches for task
offloading. Concretely, Table I compares these approaches
in terms of: the objective or objectives that drive the task
allocation (second column); the type of node(s) for which the
optimization is intended (user, user and edge, or customized by
the developer; third column); the edge computing techniques
applied (fourth column); the task model used (fifth column),
which is mainly characterized by a binary or partial offloading
scheme [9]. While the binary offloading does not allow the
partition of tasks, a partial offloading task model allows
splitting tasks into simpler components, providing much more
flexible solutions; the sixth column indicates the granular-
ity level supported by each approach, i.e., the size of the
computational load that is considered for offloading (tasks,
services, or applications); the seventh column refers to the
nodes characteristics that are considered by the tasks allocation
algorithm; and, finally, the eighth column shows the method
used to find a solution for the task allocation problem.
Table I details the characteristics of the following works: In
[7] (first row), an IoT-mobile edge computing task offloading
service orchestration scheme is proposed. The objective is
to reduce the network transmission. A heuristic algorithm
solves the differentiated cloud-edge binary offloading deci-
sions, using an optimization function based on communication
energy consumption, computation energy consumption, and
task delay models. The evaluation shows that the total energy
consumption of MEC servers is 20% smaller than the cloud
server for big data-based applications. Dinh et al. [19] (second
row) propose to set up the CPU frequency of the edge nodes
according to the computational demands of the offloaded tasks,
using Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling techniques.
Tasks are grouped according to the service they provide, being
offloaded onto the same edge node. In [20], authors design a
task scheduling policy that satisfies latency requirements of
different users. The proposed mechanism uses task buffering
and a heuristic algorithm to decide if the task is executed
either locally on the mobile device or remotely offloaded
onto a cloud server by calculating the probability of tasks’
restrictions accomplishment (third row). In [21] (fourth row),
authors formulate the system energy minimization problem
as a class of games called congestion games, in which each
mobile node is a player and his strategy is to select one of
the available nodes to offload its computation. With the aim of
minimizing the combined mobile and servers energy consump-
tion, authors prove that the Nash equilibrium always exists in
this congestion game formulation. In [22], authors propose a
distributed matching algorithm to group tasks from spatially
proximate user nodes with mutual task popularity, allowing
to cache the tasks’ computations to minimize the computation
latency (fifth row). Urgaonkar et al. [23] (described in the sixth
row of Table I), propose an online workload scheduling using
Lyapunov optimization techniques for applications allocation
and computation migration, with the aim of minimizing the
operational network costs. In [24] (seventh row), authors
consider a system formed by one edge computing point and a
cloud server to use a two-stage heuristic algorithm based on
semidefinite relaxation for tasks allocation and computation
migration. The aims of this work are to minimize the energy
consumption (focused on the user’s mobile) and execution
latency.
As Table I shows, none of the existing works (except ours,
characterized in the last row of Table I) consider software
characteristics of the infrastructure (such as operating system,
support for software virtualization, or third party libraries)
when deciding the tasks allocation. Additionally, our approach
allows more fine-grained computation offloading than binary
offloading, supporting parallel execution between the user
mobile and the edge nodes. When possible, our approach is
able to adapt the applications’ tasks according to the existing
edge infrastructure, with heterogeneous nodes, and with the
objective of minimizing the energy consumption according to
the user/infrastructure necessities.
There is proved evidence that SPLs provide benefits to
IoT systems regarding the management and modelling of
variability. Indeed, there are several works that use a SPL
approach to model cyber-physical systems, as we comment
below. In most of approaches, variability is managed by
FMs [25]. Traditionally, SPLs use single layer FMs [26], in
which only application features are contemplated and not the
variability of the infrastructure. This forces to assume the
specifications of the devices in which the software will be
deployed.
However, although the IoT functionalities are typically
conditioned by the hardware and software characteristics of the
devices in which they are deployed, the infrastructure is often
neglected in the SPL models. Typically, when included, the
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modelling of infrastructure-specific features is intermingled
with the rest of application-specific features. Little, incipient
and very specific work [27][28] has been done to model
separately those application features that are platform de-
pendent, with the aim of reflecting the possible independent
evolution and the restrictions that the infrastructure imposes
on the deployment of software applications. Although the
separated modelling of infrastructure features promotes its
independence and reusability across different application do-
mains, these approaches just allow the configuration of a single
device, preventing its application to infrastructures composed
of multiple nodes. Consequently, they are not suitable for
being applied to edge computing environments. This neglect
in relation to modelling platform dependencies also limits
software infrastructure optimization, as many features (e.g.,
performance, energy consumption) depend on the devices in
which applications run [29][30]. In addition, paradigms such
as edge computing have changed the way in which applications
are deployed, requiring to manage the devices heterogeneity,
something that is not always considered in these approaches.
In contrast, our approach supports the explicit modelling of
heterogeneous edge nodes, IoT devices and cloud machines,
which differ in both software and hardware resources. This
model, which can be extended and reused, allows reasoning
about the constraints and interrelationships among application
requirements, software infrastructure and hardware. Our ap-
proach also allows the management of alternative implemen-
tations for the same task interface. The possibility of having
more than one implementation of a task allows finding out
the best tasks’ implementation for the different nodes of the
infrastructure, considering a certain quality of service (e.g.
low energy consumption). We also consider the real scenario
in which the deployment nodes (i.e. the infrastructure) are
often shared among a set of applications, so both software
infrastructure and resources available are variable and not fixed
as in many other proposals. Finally, our approach provides a
customizable optimizer of edge-based application deployments
with the goal of minimizing energy consumption, which allows
considering the energy in both, the whole application and
isolated nodes (customizable according to the necessities of the
developer/infrastructure). In this way, we provide very flexible
task allocation solutions.
III. OUR APPROACH
Figure 1 shows a general overview of our approach, which
encompasses everything from the production of software to
its optimal deployment in edge-based infrastructures in four
steps. Roughly, in step (1) the developer selects the features
of the application’s FM that represent the desired application
functionality, and this is the configured application FM. It
also uses the infrastructure FMs (software and hardware) to
configure the characteristics of the nodes that compose the
edge environment, and this is the configured infrastructure
model. The FMs used in this step are detailed in section
IV. Secondly, the Task Mapping module uses the configured
application FM to map the selected application features to the
tasks interfaces defined to provide such functionalities. The
mapping is represented as a task-call graph.
This task-call graph, along with the deployment infrastruc-
ture configuration, are the inputs for the Tasks Implementation
Selector (TIS, tagged with (3) in Figure 1). Each node of the
task-call graph obtained in step (2) can be mapped to different
task’s implementations. Also in (3), each configuration is
evaluated (using the module widely explained in Section
VI), checking if the application requirements are met, and
estimating the energy consumption of the overall set of tasks.
This is used to find the task implementation that requires
less energy for each application functionality, according to
the infrastructure’s nodes features. This module also checks
the feasibility of the deployment for a given number of users,
regarding the initial status of the nodes configured in (1).
Note that this status (e.g., available devices, workload, etc.)
can change over time, so monitoring the infrastructure is
necessary once the tasks are deployed (as depicted in step
4 in Figure 1). As a result, the Tasks Implementation Selector
(step 3) returns a second task-call graph of the application
using specific tasks’ implementations instead of interfaces.
The first three steps allow addressing RQ1. In the last step
(tagged with (4) in Figure 1), the Optimal Task Assignment
Framework (OTAF, Section VII) assigns each application task
to the most suitable edge node for its execution minimizing
the energy consumption and assuring the application QoS,
addressing RQ2.
IV. FEATURE MODELLING
The first step towards the deployment of an IoT application
requires configuring the application and the devices of the
infrastructure using FM. Firstly, the software engineer is
concerned with the definition of FMs. A FM represents, in
terms of features, which elements of a family of products
(either a family of applications or a family of systems) are
common, which are variable and the relationship between
them. FMs are represented as a set of hierarchically ordered
features, composed of parent-child relationships and a set of
constraints (called cross-tree constraints) which represents the
relationships among features. In our case, the SPL engineer
specifies three different FMs: two of them for modelling
the infrastructure (one containing the hardware and another
with the software characteristics) and a third one with the
features of a family of applications of a certain domain (e.g.,
augmented reality apps). An example of the FM of a family of
augmented reality applications is shown on top left corner of
Figure 4 and will be explained in Section VIII. Note that all
these models are defined only once by the domain engineer,
and are reused to deploy different applications of the same
family or domain.
As stated in Section II, the separated modelling of the
infrastructure from application features is a contribution of our
work. Although applications are typically conditioned by the
hardware and software characteristics of the devices in which
they are deployed, the infrastructure is often neglected in the
SPL models, which map the application’s features selected
from the FM to pieces of software in a 1:1 relation. Instead of
this, we propose using two additional FMs (for the hardware
and software characteristics respectively, apart from the appli-
cation one, so three in total) to fully adapt the application to
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Fig. 1. General overview and capabilities of our approach: (1) configuration of feature models (FMs) with the characteristics of the infrastructure and
application; (2) mapping of application’s features onto tasks’ interfaces; (3) selection of the optimal task implementation for each application interface; (4)
optimal task assignment decision minimizing energy consumption.
the infrastructure. The use of multi layer feature models [31]
allows us to distinguish between the hardware and software
characteristics to reuse and facilitate the configuration of the
infrastructure FMs. To avoid developing software products not
supported by the infrastructure, the constraints between layers
(cross-models constraints) are applied to maintain consistency
between models [32][27].
Unlike the application FM, which depends on a specific
application domain, the infrastructure FMs are extensible
and reusable for any IoT applications deployed in the same
infrastructure. In this section we focus on the description of
these two extensible and reusable FMs for IoT infrastructures.
Nodes are characterized by a set of hardware and soft-
ware features: type of device, computing capacity, amount of
memory, sensing units, network capabilities, operating system,
virtualization technologies supported, etc. These features are
directly related to the type of tasks that can be deployed on
them, that is, the execution requirements of the applications’
tasks must meet the node’s hardware and software features.
Since our FMs contain features that can appear more than
once, we use feature models with cardinality [33]. FMs with
cardinality allow instantiating the same feature multiple times
([1...*] in Figure 2, e.g., communication capabilities of nodes).
Numerical features contain non discrete numerical character-
istics of the nodes [34] (e.g., CPU frequency), whose value
is included manually by the developer. The FMs presented
contain relevant information that will be used to predict the
latency and energy consumption behaviour of nodes during
the application deployment.
A. Feature model of the hardware infrastructure
Computers, mobile devices, Raspberry type computers, IoT
Gateways (routers with processing capacity), home appliances,
and smart home accessories located on the edge–such as Alexa
and Google Home–are some examples of nodes that can be
part of a deployment infrastructure. The behaviour of nodes
is defined by their role: computing nodes (capable to receive
tasks offloaded from other nodes) and interactive nodes (used
directly by the users). For instance, depending on the role
of an Alexa device, its function will be to receive instruc-
tions from the user (interactive node) and/or execute tasks
offloaded from other users/applications (computing node). The
user interactions supported by devices are represented by
the feature Capabilities, which models their data input/output
physical channels, such as keyboard, microphone, speakers,
camera, and so on.The RAM (Random Access Memory) and
HDD (Hard Disk Drive) define the amount of memory and
storage of nodes. The computation power is defined by their
CPU (Central Processing Unit), and optionally, GPU (Graphics
Processing Unit). Technically speaking, CPUs are defined by
their number of cores and their frequency (Hz) and GPUs
by their RAM and frequency. To be candidates for offloading,
devices need at least one network connection, modelled by the
typical networking layers (Figure 2); since devices may have
several connectivity capabilities, they are modelled as a feature
with cardinality. Network connections are also characterized
by their upload and download transmission rates (RTx and
RRx respectively, bits/sec) and PTx and PRx (W), that are
the upload/download transmission powers (assumed like con-
stants [9][19]), involved in the latency and energy consumption
of communications. In case of multihop networks, nHops
represents the maximal minimal number of hops between
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Fig. 2. Infrastructure feature models: physical layer (up) and software layer (bottom)-defined in the step 1 of Figure 1)
nodes. The location of the devices is determined by their
latitude and longitude. Optionally, devices may have a set
of sensing units associated: temperature, proximity sensors,
microphones, or cameras are some examples. Other remark-
able features contained in the model are κ, ew and the power
supply. κ is the effective switched capacitance depending on
the chip architecture in the hardware that directly influences
the energy consumption of computing tasks [35][36]. For its
part, ew (with a value between 0 and 1) allows to manually
set the importance of saving energy in the node. Finally, the
power supply determines if the device works plugged into the
electrical power or is battery-operated.
B. Feature model of the software infrastructure
Software characteristics of nodes include the operating
system and third-party libraries, and optionally, the offloading
enabling technology (i.e., virtualization and containment tech-
nologies supported) and the platform configuration (for cloud
devices). Regarding virtualization, we distinguish between
hardware/OS virtualization [37] and lightweight virtualization
based on containers [38]. In the first case, software appli-
cations run on virtual hardware, allowing to define several
machines inside the same device, which are considered as
infrastructure’s nodes (these are modelled using a link between
these features and the hardware FM [39]). These virtual nodes
are constrained by the resources of the physical device where
they are instantiated. This is managed by adding the identifier
of the physical node to the hardware feature model with
the physical information. This virtualization feature allows to
select the technology used for virtualization with the aim of
deploying virtual machines on demand. For its part, container
based virtualization emulates an operating system rather than
the underlying hardware. As before, we use links to create
a relationship between features to configure the operating
system of containers, which avoid repeating parts of the FMs.
It is possible to define runtime options related to memory,
CPUs, and GPUs, limiting its usage. Once again, knowing
their technology allows launching new containers on demand.
Container technologies (e.g., Docker) allow managing the
resources among containers instantiated in the same node
according to the containers’ workload. Nevertheless, they do
not permit workload sharing among containers running on
different nodes. This is the aim of orchestration systems for
distributed architectures, which are modelled by adding the
ID of the nodes subscribed to the orchestration. As for the
network connectivity, nodes may have one or more virtual
networks associated [40]. The deployment infrastructure may
include cloud nodes, that will be described by the platform
and communication type in order to adapt the communication
of the application tasks to them. This type of nodes can
model both services in datacenters in the core of the Internet,
and small datacenters in the edge of the Internet (cloudlets),
differing in latency and computation characteristics.
V. TASK MAPPING
Once the application and the infrastructure are configured,
the Tasks Mapping process starts.
In this step, the configuration of the application’s feature
model obtained in the previous step is mapped with the tasks’
interfaces of the application. Each feature of the application’s
feature model is related to one or more task application’s
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Module 1 Tasks Implementation Selector (TIS)
Data: Nodes; possibleConfigurations; timeRestrictions; nUsersToSupport
Result: Min(configurationsConsumption)
1 foreach configuration ∈ possibleConfigurations do
2 Tasks ← configuration;
3 opt = Optimize();
4 opt.add( foreach task ∈ Tasks{
assignedNode(task) 6= null } );
5 opt.add( foreach task ∈ Tasks {
Sum(assignedRAM(task,assignedNode(task))<nodeRAM*nUsersToSupport}});
6 opt.add( foreach task ∈ Tasks {
assignedRAM(task, assignedNode(task)) ≥ taskRAM });
7 opt.add( foreach taski ∈ Tasks {
foreach taskj ∈ Tasks {
if (hasToSendData(taski,taskj ) & assignedNode(taski) 6=
assignedNode(taskj )) then {
connectionUsed(taski) 6= null }}} );
8 opt.add( foreach taski ∈ Tasks {
foreach taskj ∈ Tasks {
if (hasToSendData(taski,taskj ) & assignedNode(taski) 6=
assignedNode(taskj )) then {
connectionUsed(taski) ∈ assignedNode(taski).connections ∩
assignedNode(taskj ).connections} else {
connectionUsed(task) = Internet }}} );
9 foreach tr ∈ timeRestrictions do
10 opt.add(Sum[ foreach taski ∈ tr {
foreach taskj ∈ tr {
timeComputation(taski, assignedNode(taski)) + tCommunication(
taski, taskj , assignedNode(taski), assignedNode( taskj ),
connectionUsed(taski) }}] ≤ tr.time);
11 end
12 opt.add( foreach task ∈ Tasks {
taskrequirements ⊆ assignedNode(task)features } );
13 opt.add(communicationEnergyCost = Sum [
foreach taskj ∈ Tasks {
foreach taski ∈ Tasks {
EnergyCommunication( taski,taskj ,assignedNode(taski),
assignedNode(taskj ), connectionUsed( taski))) }}]);
14 opt.add(computationEnergyCost = Sum [
foreach task ∈ Tasks {
energyComputation(task, assignedNode(task)) }]);
15 opt.minimize(communicationEnergyCost + computationEnergyCost);
16 sat = opt.check(); // Checking the satisfacibility
17 if sat then






interfaces. At the same time, each application’s interface is
included into a task-call graph, which is typically a finite
directed graph with no directed cycles. The set of vertices
represents the application tasks and the edges represent their
dependencies. This representation allows to detect tasks whose
beginning of execution depends on a previous task (sequential
dependency) and the existence of parallel tasks (see top right
corner of Figure 1).
Typically, applications have functionalities with time re-
strictions –e.g., the tasks in charge of screen refreshing in a
game respecting its FPS (Frames Per Second). Corresponding
interfaces are grouped into sets with sequential dependency,
tr, where trtime is the maximum time to be completed, being
all of these dependencies grouped in the set timeRestrictions
(Figure 1). These restrictions are specific to the application
and must be fulfilled by all users. As a result, this process
returns a task-call graph of the application, where the nodes
are tasks’ interfaces.
VI. TASKS IMPLEMENTATION SELECTOR
At this point, the tasks’ interfaces and their timeline are
determined. The tasks’ interfaces obtained from the previous
step can have alternative implementations, which may differ in
the requirement of certain hardware (e.g., a device with key-
board) and/or software characteristics (e.g., Java for Android
as a third party library), and in the resources consumed or
demanded. The aim of the Tasks Implementation Selector is
to evaluate each implementation alternative for the interfaces,
returning the most adequate according to the infrastructure.
Managing different implementations of the same task allows:
(1) to execute applications regardless of the deployment in-
frastructure, as it enables adapting the software product’s com-
ponents to available infrastructure; (2) to use implementation
optimized to the resources of the target node (e.g., lighter
versions of software for battery-powered devices); and, in case
of infrastructures composed of several devices, (3) to take
advantage of edge computing by selecting the most appropriate
device to offload each application’s task implementation.
We address the implementation decision problem as a
constraint-satisfaction problem that is resolved with a SMT-
based approach. SMT (Satisfiability Modulo Theories) is a
formalized approach to constraint programming. Formalized as
a form of the constraint satisfaction problem, (1) the algorithm
of the solver always returns a solution, which guarantees that
the deployment is feasible or the impossibility to deploy the
application if no solution is found (addressing RQ2); and (2) a
large number of constraints (required to solve the problem at
hand) help SMT-solvers to reduce the search space and to find
the optimal solution faster [41][42]. However, the flexibility
of our approach allows to use other mathematical models for
optimization.
The characteristics of the nodes modelled in Section 2,
along with the ones of the tasks, are used to predict their
latency and the energy consumption associated [19][36][9].
The first expression of Equation 1 shows the expression used
to calculate the computation time (sec) of a task i by node
n (Tcompi,n), given by the relationship between the number
of CPU cycles associated to the task i (wi)–which value can
be estimated [11]–and the CPU power of node n (cycles per
second, Fn). The communication time (sec) of the output data
that task i sends to task j is given by the sum of the relationship
between the amount of bits to send (ci,j) and the minimum
between the upload transmission rate (RTxn ) of the sender
node (n) and the download transmission rate (RRxz ) of the
receiver node (z), plus the propagation delay (s) between n
and z (tpropn,z )–assumed as 0 between edge devices [9][19]–as













where xi,n is 1 if task i is assigned to node n, 0 otherwise; hi,j
is 1 if node n and z are not the same. The propagation delay
is set as the half of the mean round trip time (RTT) obtained
by pinging from n to z, and considered like constant [19].
The energy consumption in the nodes is influenced by
several factors, such as the usage of CPU, storage, and RAM,
being the CPU usage the most influential [43] and the one
in which EC approaches typically base their models [9]. The
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first expression of Equation 2 shows the expression used in
this work to predict the computation energy consumption
(J) required by node n to compute task i (Ecompi,n). The
energy consumption to make task i communicate with task
j (using WLAN or the Internet) is given by the sum of the
energy consumption in the sender and receiver nodes (n and

















For the sake of simplicity, we define several functions:
• timeCommunication (taski, taskj , noden, nodez , CON-
NECTION TYPE): time required (s) in nodes n (sender)
and z (receiver) to send/receive the output/input data of
tasks i and j using CONNECTION TYPE;
• timeComputation (task, node): execution time (s) to com-
pute task in node;
• energyCommnunication (taski, taskj , noden, nodez
CONNECTION TYPE): energy consumption (J) in
nodes n (sender) and z (receiver) to send/receive the
output/input data of tasks i and j using CONNEC-
TION TYPE;
• energyComputation (task, node): energy consumption (J)
in node to compute task;
• hasToSendData (taski, taskj): true if taski transmits
data to taskj ;
• assignedNode(task): returns the node assigned to task;
• assignedRAM(task, node): RAM (Mb) allocated in node
to task;
• connectionUsed(task): returns the connection used to
send the data of task.
Module 1 shows the pseudo-code of the Tasks Implemen-
tation Selector. The module receives as input the information
of the nodes (modelled as explained in Section V), the task-
call graph of interfaces (with the time restrictions) and the
number of users to support (nUsersToSupport). From lines
1 up to 21, it iterates with each configuration possibility.
Concretely, Module 1 does the following: for each set of
tasks, line 4 assures that tasks are assigned to an unique
node, while lines 5 and 6 check that nodes allocate sufficient
RAM to execute each task and have enough resources to
support them (nUsersToSupports). Line 7 guarantees that tasks
that need to send data have a connection associated, while
line 8 assures that for interconnected tasks, the sending and
receiver nodes have the selected connection among their
connectivity’s capacities. Lines 9 to 11 check that the time
restrictions of the application are accomplished, while line
12 guarantees that nodes meet the tasks requirements. Lines
13 and 14 determine the energy consumption associated to
tasks computation and communication. Line 15 asks for the
solution that reduces the energy consumption the most. Lines
16 to 20 check the satisfiability of the problem and include
the energy consumption in a dictionary with pairs <id, energy
consumption> if positive. Finally, at the end of the loop
(once all the configuration possibilities have been checked),
Module 2 Optimal Task Assignment Framework (OTAF)
Data: Nodes; Tasks; timeRestrictions; nUsersToSupport
Result: assignedNode(Tasks); RAMassigned(Tasks, Nodes); connectionUsed(Tasks)
1 Nodes ← currentStatus;
// Parameters to optimize:
2 assignedNode(task);// Optimal node to execute task
3 assignedRAM(task, node);// RAM allocated in node to task
4 connectionUsed(task)// connection used to send the data of task
5 opt = Optimize();
6 opt.add( foreach task ∈ Tasks{
assignedNode(task) 6= null } );
7 opt.add( foreach task ∈ Tasks {
Sum(assignedRAM(task,assignedNode(task))<nodeRAM*nUsersToSupport}});
8 opt.add( foreach task ∈ Tasks {
assignedRAM(task, assignedNode(task)) ≥ taskRAM });
9 opt.add( foreach taski ∈ Tasks {
foreach taskj ∈ Tasks {
if (hasToSendData(taski,taskj ) & assignedNode(taski) 6=
assignedNode(taskj )) then {
connectionUsed(taski) 6= null }}} );
10 opt.add( foreach taski ∈ Tasks {
foreach taskj ∈ Tasks {
if (hasToSendData(taski,taskj ) & assignedNode(taski) 6=
assignedNode(taskj )) then {
connectionUsed(taski) ∈ assignedNode(taski).connections ∩
assignedNode(taskj ).connections} else {
connectionUsed(task) = Internet }}} );
11 foreach tr ∈ timeRestrictions do
12 opt.add(Sum[ foreach taski ∈ tr {
foreach taskj ∈ tr {
timeComputation(taski, assignedNode(taski)) + tCommunication(
taski, taskj , assignedNode(taski), assignedNode( taskj ),
connectionUsed(taski) }}] ≤ tr.time);
13 end
14 opt.add( foreach task ∈ Tasks {
taskrequirements ⊆ assignedNode(task)features } );
15 opt.add(communicationEnergyCost = Sum [
foreach taskj ∈ Tasks {
foreach taski ∈ Tasks {
EnergyCommunication( taski,taskj ,assignedNode(taski),
assignedNode(taskj ), connectionUsed( taski))) }}]);
16 opt.add(computationEnergyCost = Sum [
foreach task ∈ Tasks {
energyComputation(task, assignedNode(task)) }]);
17 opt.minimize(communicationEnergyCost + computationEnergyCost);
18 sat = opt.check(); // Checking the satisfacibility
19 if sat then
20 solution = opt.solve();
21 end
22 return(solution);
Module 1 returns the configuration with the minimal energy
consumption.
VII. OPTIMAL TASK ASSIGNMENT FRAMEWORK
This module takes as input the output of the Tasks’ Imple-
mentation Selector to select the device that best fit the exe-
cution of each task (addressing RQ2). This decision considers
the current status of each node of the infrastructure.
As in the previous section, we use a SMT solver (for the
same reasons) to obtain the solution for the decision problem
of Module 2. The pseudo-code of this component is quite
similar to Module 1, as the constraints to meet are the same.
Concretely, instructions presented from lines 5-18 in Module 2
coincide with the ones contained in Module 1 from lines 3-16–
if nUsersToSupport is not received as an input, it is considered
as 1 and the OTAF will be launched each time a new user
joins to the service. Considering their coincidences, this time
we focus on the node assigned to each task, RAM allocated,
and the connection used. Additionally, Module 2 checks the
current status of the nodes at the beginning of its execution in
order to evaluate the feasibility of the deployment (line 1). As
Module 2 shows, unlike in Module 1, the body of the problem
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Fig. 3. Geographical location of the devices in the School of Computer
Science Engineering buildings
is executed only once. Finally, the solution of the OTAF is used
to deploy the application in the infrastructure.
Edge nodes can provide computation services for multiple
tasks from multiple users simultaneously using processor
sharing. We assume that the computing capacity of the nodes
do not change during the processing of one task but can change
across tasks [16]. The same occurs with the transmission
rates [19]. Note that although in this paper we focus on
the OTAF taking advantage of EC to minimize the energy
consumption, it can be used to minimize the latency or even
to return a trade-off between both (multi objective optimiza-
tions) [44], as we manage enough information to do so.
VIII. EVALUATION
This section evaluates our approach, studying the reduction
of power consumption obtained by task offloading and mea-
suring the execution time to find a task offloading solution for
different problem sizes.
A. Reduction of energy consumption
To evaluate the reduction in energy consumption, we apply
our approach to a real IoT infrastructure installed at the
School of Computer Science Engineering of the Universidad
de Málaga. The goal is to study to what extent our approach
reduces energy consumption by distributing the computational
load among edge/cloud nodes in a real IoT scenario, con-
sidering this infrastructure is shared by several applications
at the same time. This infrastructure has a large number of
physical sensor motes distributed throughout the four buildings
of the school, which send sensing measures’ information to
six Meshlium IoT gateways. The IoT gateways periodically
send the information collected from the sensors to a cloudlet,
which updates its databases with up-to-date measures. The
infrastructure also contains 3 computers acting as edge nodes,
and a cloud server. Figure 3 shows the geographical location
of the devices on a map of the School of Computer Science
Engineering buildings. Our approach benefits from the spare
computational power of these devices. The deployed mobile
application (app for short) is named ‘La Universidad Aumen-
tada’. This app, developed by the Universidad de Málaga, uses
augmented reality to show motivational messages from suc-
cessful students. These messages are visible by scanning QR
(Quick Response) codes spread over the university. This app
gathers the measurement data from the environment collected
by the aforementioned IoT sensors distributed throughout the
physical campus. These data allow the augmented reality app
to enrich the information presented to the user considering
their location. Then, depending on the user location deter-
mined by the GPS (Global Positioning System) of the user
mobile device, the app generates perceptual information with
data from the nearby IoT sensors (e.g., temperature, humidity,
presence, etc). Augmented reality applications are widely used
in EC approaches due to their inherent collaborative properties
in terms of data collection in the uplink, computing at the edge,
and data delivery in the downlink. In addition, augmented
reality apps are computational-intensive and delay-sensitive,
and processing all the information on mobile devices is gen-
erally prohibitive because it would impact users’ expectations
in terms of battery lifetime [45].
A simplified version of the application’s feature model is
shown at the top left corner of Figure 4, while the configured
FM for ‘La Universidad Aumentada’ application is on top right
corner of the same figure. Depending on the characteristics
selected, the application will have different QoS requirements.
For instance, the characteristic FPS determines the maximum
time to complete the tasks in charge of processing and
refreshing images (30 per second selected, i.e., 34 ms per
execution–time restriction 1 in Figure 4). The resulting task-
call graph of implementations (once processed by the Tasks
Implementation Selector, composed by 10 different tasks) is
shown at the bottom of Figure 4. In this computing model,
the functionality of the app is separated into tasks related to
data processing and storage capability. The workload of mobile
devices can be reduced by offloading the computation intensive
tasks that deal with the generation of augmented information
to near nodes in the edge network.
For our experiments, the characteristics of the 12 nodes
(the user node, 10 edge nodes and 1 cloud node) have
been randomly generated. Concretely, the CPU speed of IoT
gateways ranges from 1 to 1.6 GHz, the cloud server from 2.4
to 4 GHz, the cloudlet from 2 to 2.4 GHz, and the rest of edge
devices from 1.6 to 2 GHz.
RTx and RRx have been set between 100 and 150 Mbps for
edge devices and from 8 to 10 Mbps for cloud devices. The
propagation delay between the cloud device and the rest of
nodes has been set from 0.02 to 0.1 s. κ has a value between
1 · 10−9 and 1 · 10−11 [46][19]. PTx and PRx have values
between 1 and 1.5 W in all cases [19]. Finally, ew has been
set to 1 for all nodes. To avoid the mobility problem in edge
computing [47], the task offloading process relies on WLAN
and the Internet for data transmission.
Experiments consider two scenarios. In the first one (Sce-
nario 1), the nodes reserve a fixed amount of resources (2
GB of RAM and one CPU core) dedicated to computation
of offloaded tasks. In the second one (Scenario 2), the nodes
do not reserve specific resources for offloaded tasks, so the
feasibility of the task offloading process and the reduction
in energy consumption will depend on the current nodes
workload (randomized in each experiment from 0 to their
maximal capabilities). Each test is performed 30 times.
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Fig. 4. Feature model of the application (top left corner), application configuration (top right corner), and task-call graph of tasks’ implementations (bottom)
Table II shows the reduction of energy consumption (REC)
obtained in the experiments performed for the case study
described in Figure 4 for both scenarios. For Scenario 1, three
rows detail the task offloading solutions (distribution of tasks
in the different nodes, in columns N1 to N12, and RAM
used) and the reduction of energy consumption (REC) for
three different states of workload in the infrastructure, which
depends on the number of users: users ≤ 13; 14 ≤ users ≤
26; 27 ≤ users ≤ 39.
These results allow to compare the energy consumption
of distributing the application according to the assignment
solution obtained by our approach with the energy consump-
tion of running the entire application on the user device.
This reduction in the energy consumption (columns REC in
Table II) is given as a percentage (%). The reduction is
calculated considering the energy consumption of all nodes
of the infrastructure (including the user one) and considering
just the energy consumed in the user node–columns named
REC (all nodes) and REC (user node) respectively.
The aim of the first scenario is to illustrate how the reduction
in energy consumption can be affected by the nodes avail-
ability, and how our solution adapts consequently. The first
scenario considers three different states of node availability.
Firstly, all nodes are fully available, so the OTAF assigns
tasks to the nodes which consume less energy and are capable
of running the tasks while satisfying the QoS, assigning the
tasks t2, t5, t6, and t7 to node N9 and t9 to N11. This tasks
assignment achieves a 48% reduction in power consumption
considering all nodes (column 16 of Table II). After attending
the offloading requirements of 13 users, N9 cannot allocate
more tasks and the infrastructure goes to State 2, being N9
unavailable to allocate tasks. This time, N12 is the selected
node to deploy the tasks previously assigned to N9, while
N11 continues having task t9 assigned, obtaining a 43.5%
reduction in the energy consumption (considering all nodes).
Once again, after serving another 13 users (26 users in total),
N12 cannot run more offloaded tasks, and the infrastructure
goes to State 3. This time, both nodes N9 and N12 are busy,
and the most suitable node to run t2, t5, t6, and t7 is now
N7. The reduction in the energy consumption, considering the
consumption of all nodes, is 37.3%. Despite the difference in
the number of available nodes and tasks allocation, for the
three states the user node runs the same tasks and consumes
the same amount of energy, reducing its energy consumption
by 62.2% compared to an offline execution (last column of
Table II).
The second scenario refers to a deployment infrastructure
shared by many users and applications in which resources
can not be reserved for the execution of specific applications.
The results are provided in row Non-fixed resource allocation
in Table II. In this case, the CPU workload and the free
RAM of each node are also randomly set in each experiment.
For this scenario, the results show the reduction of energy
consumption obtained, instead of the assignment itself. Last
row of Table II shows the average, minimum, maximum, and
standard deviation of the reduction in the energy consumption
obtained, both considering all nodes and taking into account
only the user node. Notice that, for a randomly generated
nodes status, the average reduction obtained in the energy
consumption when all nodes are considered is 41.1%, being
55.2% the maximum value obtained and 33.6% the minimum,
with a standard deviation of 9.3%. When only the energy
consumption in the user node is considered, we obtain an
average reduction of 56.5%, 65.1% as maximum and 41.2% as
minimum, being the standard deviation of 8.8%. The reduction
in energy consumption obtained in the second scenario has
decreased as compared to the reduction observed in the first
one. The reason is that some infrastructure’s nodes may not
be available for task offloading, so the OTAF adapts the
solution to the available resources, and, as a result, some tasks
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Tasks assigned t1,t2,t3,t8,t10 - - - - - - - t2,t5,t6,t7 - t9 - 48.0% 62.2%RAM (Mb) 205 - - - - - - - 150 - 15 -
14 ≤ users ≤ 26
(State 2)
Tasks assigned t1,t2,t3,t8,t10 - - - - - - - busy - t9 t2,t5,t6,t7 43.5% 62.2%RAM (Mb) 205 - - - - - - - - - 15 150
27 ≤ users ≤ 39
(State 3)
Tasks assigned t1,t2,t3,t8,t10 - - - - - t2,t5,t6,t7 - busy - t9 busy 37.3% 62.2%RAM (Mb) 205 - - - - - 150 - - - 15 -
Scenario 2: Non-fixed
resources allocation
REC considering all nodes(Avg/Max/Min/Std) 41.1 / 55.2 / 33.6 / 9.3 %
REC in the user node (Avg/Max/Min/Std) 56.5 / 65.1 / 41.2 / 8.8 %
a REC: Reduction in the energy consumption
cannot be offloaded. Although this can be considered the worst
scenario for deployment, even in this case the OTAF finds an
offloading solution that satisfies the user node.
B. Scalability
The time needed by our modules to provide a solution
varies according to the size of the problem [48]. This section
evaluates their execution time for different problem sizes.
With this purpose, we develop a Benchmark1 version of the
modules, which allows setting the number of devices, tasks and
configuration in the case of Module 1 and devices and tasks in
the case of Module 2. The characteristics of the devices (CPU,
RAM, workload, etc.) and tasks (connections, computational
load, hardware and software requirements, time restrictions,
etc.) have been randomly generated in each experiment, and
each experiment has been performed 30 times on one thread
of an AMD Ryzen 7 1700X processor.
Table III shows the average, maximum, minimum, and
standard deviation of the time (s) taken by our modules to
return a solution for different problem sizes. The average time
is graphically represented in Figure 5. The execution time
values of Module 1 (TIS, grouped in the first row of Table
III) are shown in the left graph of figure 5. The number of
tasks and nodes has been set in 20, while the number of
configurations has been incremented up to 45. Experiments
show that Module 1 requires around 85 seconds to find the
most suitable set of implementations to deploy an application
with 10 different configurations. This time increments up to
430 seconds (i.e., 7 minutes and 10 seconds) in case of
45 alternatives of configuration. Note that Module 1 is only
executed once, unless changes in the infrastructure affect the
deployment feasibility (in this case, Module 2 will not be able
to find a solution).
In case of the OTAF (Module 2, grouped in the second row
of Table III), the number of nodes has been set in 20, while the
number of tasks has been incremented up to 90. The execution
time values of Module 2 (OTAF) are shown in the right graph
of Figure 5. As expected, the required average time increases
in relation to the number of tasks (see Table III). Nevertheless,
the difference between maximum and minimum values, as
well as the standard deviations, shows that factors like tasks
constraints and characteristics of the devices and tasks may
affect the problem complexity, increasing the execution time.
Results show that, for applications formed by 10 tasks and
1Source code available at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4068123
a heterogeneous infrastructure composed by 20 different de-
vices, the OTAF requires around 2 seconds to obtain a solution,
while applications formed by 20 tasks take around 10 seconds
and applications formed by 30 take 25 seconds (it is feasible
to run the OTAF when the user launches the application,
adapting its behaviour once the OTAF returns the solution
in consequence [49]). In the worst case of a very granulated
application of 90 tasks and 20 devices (1.23 ·10117 assignment
possibilities) the OTAF has required about 280 seconds (i.e.
4 minutes and 40 seconds). For very partitioned applications,
an infrastructure with a fixed amount of resources for task
offloading (first scenario of Section VIII) allows having a task
offloading solution before launching the application (by setting
the value of the number of users to support, which the OTAF
receives as an input). Taking all this into consideration, we
conclude that the OTAF is capable of providing a solution in
a reasonable amount of time.
IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Edge computing expands the deployment infrastructure of
mobile IoT applications, providing more sustainable solutions
by means of offloading computation tasks to nearby devices.
However, the heterogeneity of the devices, the requirements
of applications, and the sharing of software and hardware
infrastructure can difficult this process.
In this paper, we propose an offloading process that applies
SPL to cope with variability of applications and infrastructures
in the task offloading decision, considering hardware and
software (typically disregarded in code offloading approaches)
nodes characteristics. Task offloading is supported by two
modules, which firstly adapt the application task implemen-
tations to the infrastructure capabilities and secondly assign
application tasks to nodes in order to minimize the energy
consumption while assuring the QoS. Experiments show that
our approach reduces by approximately 41%-62% the energy
consumption in the user node, and by 34%-48% the energy
consumption of the devices involved in a task offloading
solution. The execution time of our modules for different
problem sizes has been also evaluated using a Benchmark,
and the conclusion is that our proposal returns a solution in a
reasonable amount of time.
As future work, we are planning to assign computational
power to each task, controlling this parameter in practice
using dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) tech-
niques [50].
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Optimal Task Assignment Framework (Module 2)
Fig. 5. Graphical representation of the mean values of Table III
TABLE III






















Mean (s) 48.51 85.24 140.33 189.50 215.46 258.86 275.46 350.09 433.59
Max (s) 53.84 91.37 152.92 220.06 243.72 294.36 304.22 393.54 472.68
Min (s) 37.41 72.11 123.94 164.67 184.04 242.31 256.52 327.58 409.90
Std 6.44 7.56 13.14 23.73 25.83 20.48 18.28 25.89 23.86
OTAFc
Mean (s) 2.03 10.04 25.04 38.71 74.57 138.07 140.65 216.98 279.96
Max (s) 2.31 11.03 27.12 44.39 88.61 156.25 150.44 258.04 301.53
Min (s) 1.83 8.68 20.04 33.51 60.54 110.50 132.11 175.93 257.96
Std 0.21 1.01 3.37 5.45 19.84 19.45 9.23 18.05 21.78
a N: Nodes. T: Tasks. C: Configurations.
b Tasks Implementation Selector - Module 1
c Optimal Task Assignment Framework - Module 2
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